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Energy and resource efficiency as well as reduction of emissions are nowadays

significant objectives for production companies. Industry 4.0, through extensive

digitalization along the value chain, enables the achievement of these

objectives not only in the construction of new facilities but also in existing

facilities as well. This requires an interdisciplinary approach, extending over

production and logistic processes as well as the building, technical building

services, and energy supply systems, consolidated through integratedmodeling

and simulation-based optimization. The research question this study addresses

is how to digitally couple these subsystems and optimize the overall system’s

performance in terms of energy and resource efficiency, by distancing from

silo-field thinking while using an integrated analysis approach. The article briefly

presents a holistic modeling and simulation framework, utilizing modular digital

twins (DTs) of all elements that may constitute a given industrial unit. The

integration of multiple DTs of these subsystems in a hybrid (continuous and

discrete) simulation forms a holistic DT ecosystem of an existing facility. The

particular focus of the study is the building representation in this DT ecosystem

for energy-efficient production. Based on a methodology including hybrid

simulation, building information modeling (BIM), and visual programming, a

semi-automated data acquisition workflow was proposed. The hybrid

simulation is based on Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) formalism,

where the building is incorporated as a building energy model (BEM). Within the

abstracted representation of the overall system, the article explores the

possibilities of parametrizing the DT of the building, interconnected with the

rest of the factory elements, by acquiring information directly from existing BIM

models. Through a comparative case study, the proposed workflow is
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compared to a manual one in terms of integrity and benefits. The study’s

contribution lies in: 1) the detection of the required building level of abstraction

for a holistic DT ecosystem, 2) the definition of the interconnections between

the building-related counterparts and the rest of the virtual environment as well

as the data required for their parameterization, and 3) proposing a semi-

automated workflow via virtual programming, for BIM-based creation of the

building model within a holistic DT ecosystem.

KEYWORDS

building information modeling, modular digital twins, hybrid simulation, dynamo,
energy modeling, holistic industrial modeling, industrial facilities

Introduction

Traditionally, four objectives have determined the criteria for

decision-making in the manufacturing sector, namely costs, time,

quality, and flexibility (Chryssolouris, 1992). However,

increasing energy and raw material prices, necessary

investments for compliance with environmental and political

targets as well as raising public awareness of resource

consumption and climate change, posing a challenge to

corporate images, have led production companies to include

energy and resource efficiency as an additional decision-making

objective.

Significant benefits can be gained by utilizing simulations for

predicting the energy consumption of the whole manufacturing

process, including production chains as well as auxiliary systems

(Thiede et al., 2013). It requires themodeling of complex systems,

with both continuous and discrete aspects, to assess the

performance and interaction of machinery and manufacturing

processes with auxiliary components such as the technical

building services (TBS) and the industrial building itself.

These are thus considered subsystems of the overall system of

an industrial unit. Using one model executed by a single

simulation engine is regarded as a classic simulation, whereas

co-simulation uses different sets of models simulated by their

accompanying simulation engines, results of which are

interconnected and refeed the models’ parameters (Steinbrink

et al., 2018). Furthermore, hybrid simulation refers to the

existence of multiple models, which are though executed by

one simulation engine. Previous comprehensive simulation-

based approaches have combined and assessed the multiple

subsystems of industrial environments, utilizing co-simulation

of separate tools (Bleicher et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2016; Thiede

et al., 2016; Herrmann and Thiede, 2019) or by combining

different applications in a single environment simulation

(Despeisse et al., 2013). The first combine best-of-class tools

under technically challenging conditions of combining

continuous time-driven with discrete event simulation models,

for example, building performance simulation with

manufacturing process simulation, which poses a challenge in

terms of practical implementation. On the contrary, the second

approach included manufacturing procedures in a building

energy modeling (BEM) tool. However, this faces the

limitations of simplistic modeling of manufacturing processes,

incorporated in the time-driven continuous simulation, modeled

as thermal zones or assumed as internal thermal load with a

defined operating schedule, based on external process level

simulations (Garwood et al., 2018a). Hybrid simulation

approaches in industrial engineering, where discrete and

continuous sub-models are solved simultaneously are not

known to the authors. Furthermore, previous efforts focused

exclusively on the analysis and planning of new industrial

facilities, lacking the ability to assess and optimize energy and

resource flows during actual operation, where initial models can

be continually updated by monitoring data.

In the course of the Industry 4.0 developments, there is rapidly

evolving research concerning the implementation of virtual models

of physical systems, which are updated by real-time data obtained

from sensors, commonly known as digital twins (DTs), as first

proposed by Grieves (2014). The primary utilization of DTs in

manufacturing-related research and applications includes

engineered products, production machines, or manufacturing

processes and focuses on production planning and monitoring,

resource management, and predictive maintenance (Lo et al., 2021).

Much of the already conducted research is asset specific, where the

various physical assets of an industrial facility are represented by a

set of very detailed but separated DTs, addressing from single

components or machines up to production lines or shop floors

(Melesse et al., 2021). Comprehensive modeling and simulation of

industrial DT concepts are scarce, as the one proposed by Becue

et al. (2020) refers to production and logistics processes within a

factory unit or even among more industrial units. However, the

relation of the manufacturing process with the industrial building

that houses it has not yet been addressed in such concepts.

Scaling up from the machines’ level to the building, building

information modeling (BIM), defined as “a digital representation of

physical and functional characteristics of a facility”

(BuildingSMARTalliance, 2007), forms the source of information

for a DT of the building. BIM-based DTs in an industrial context

have been studied principally in terms of a detailed geometric

representation of existing facilities, linked with a navigation

framework supporting human and robot movements

(Delbrügger et al., 2017), or real geometric configuration of the
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DT regarding complicated shapes (Agapaki & Brilakis, 2022). No

research regarding BEM as well as energy and thermal performance

of an industrial building assessed via BIM-based DTs is known to

the authors. It should be also noted that the process of BIM-based

BEM is not yet standardized, as recent studies showed that there is

no solid workflow able to generate reliable models ready for analysis

(Bastos Porsani et al., 2021) and BIM tools as well as data transfer

formats should be further developed to contain and transfer all

required data (Gao et al., 2019).

Taking the aforementioned particulars into account, a gap is

identified within the interdisciplinary research domain,

integrating production and logistic processes as well as the

building, technical building services, and energy supply

systems, thus allowing integrated modeling and holistic

simulation-based optimization. The research problem is how

to digitally couple these subsystems and optimize the overall

system’s performance in terms of energy and resource efficiency,

instead of insular optimizations of singular domains, as it still is

the state-of-the art; which does not lead to an overall

achievement of sustainable production. Therefore, a holistic

framework and an accompanying prototypical toolchain for

DT-based hybrid simulation and optimization of existing

manufacturing facilities’ operations were proposed within the

research project Balanced Manufacturing (BaMa). The goal was

to couple the objectives of sustainability with competitiveness

taking into account energy consumption and related carbon

emissions, production costs, and time (BaMa, 2018). The

holistic nature of the approach lies in the incorporation of all

elements of a factory, including the building and TBS together

with the manufacturing processes and logistics. The

hybrid nature of the simulation lies in the fact that both

continuous and discrete aspects are addressed in a single

environment of interconnected DT components of all

subsystems, forming a holistic DT ecosystem of the whole

facility. This has the advantage that the various sub-models

must not be split into different simulation environments along

the boundaries of discrete and continuous modeling, where

important synergies may be neglected or partially evaluated

(Heinzl et al., 2018). In this respect, the inclusion of various

aspects of each subsystem involved requires a certain level of

abstraction so that the DT sub-models can be combined and

solved by a single simulation engine. About building-related

attributes can serve as a knowledge database and input

information to the holistic DT models and the hybrid

simulation. Still, data-rich BIM models need to be simplified

to provide only certain information, essential for the

accomplishment of the integrated hybrid simulation analysis.

The building DT in the proposed framework differentiates from

common building DTs, as it does not utilize a BIM model as the

DT by itself, but creates an abstracted representation of the

building’s spatial relations with the production and logistic

processes as well as a BEM, by extracting information from a

BIM model.

The scope of the article is the building representation of the

proposed holistic DT-based framework for modeling and simulating

industrial facilities. It presents the proposed framework and further

focuses on the use of BIMmodels for creating and parametrizing the

building-related part in the hybrid simulation environment. Data

exchange requirements from BIM models are defined and model

simplification principles are analyzed. It is examined, how and to

which extent building-related attributes regarding BEM can be

integrated into the modular hybrid simulation models via a semi-

automated data acquisition workflow. The novelty of the work lies in

the creation of the building component of the hybrid simulation

model of an industrial facility, in the holistic BaMa DT ecosystem,

with data acquired directly from a BIM model. Therefore, the

feasibility of the proposed semi-automated data acquisition

workflow based on visual programming is investigated and tested

for its integrity in a comparative case study against a manual process

of acquiring the necessary building-related data.

Figure 1 shows the structure of the study. Theoretical

background provides a theoretical background on the related

topics of DTs in the manufacturing and AEC industries, holistic

energy modeling and simulation of industrial facilities, BIM-

based BEM, and the potential of coupling visual programming

with BIM. BaMa: a framework for a holistic digital twin ecosystem

gives an overview of the BaMa framework for a holistic DT

ecosystem in industrial facilities, explaining the role of the

building in the hybrid simulation environment. Scope of

research, tools, and methods presents the methodology and

sets the research questions. Building energy modeling

procedure within the BaMa digital twin framework then

proposes a workflow for BIM-based data acquisition for the

abstracted building representation and the BEM model within

the BaMa DT ecosystem. In Evaluation of the proposed data

acquisition workflows the proposed workflow is evaluated by a

comparative case study. Finally, the results of the comparative

case study application, identifying strengths and limitations of

the suggested procedure are discussed together with the

challenges and opportunities for holistic modeling and

simulation as of the proposed framework.

Theoretical background

This section outlines the key related works in four main

research areas relevant to this study: 1) digital twins (DTs) in the

manufacturing and AEC industries, 2) holistic energy modeling

and simulation of industrial facilities, and 3) BIM-based BEM

and 4) the potentials of coupling visual programming with BIM.

Digital twins in manufacturing and AEC

The original concept of a digital twin was introduced by

Grieves in 2003 on product lifecycle management in the field of
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manufacturing engineering (Grieves, 2014). Since then, it has

grown across various industries and it has been given a variety of

definitions and characterizations. A generalized and consolidated

definition, avoiding industry-specific characteristics was recently

provided by VanDerHorn and Mahadevan (2021), where a DT is

“a virtual representation of a physical system (and its associated

environment and processes) that is updated through the

exchange of information between the physical and virtual

systems.” This virtual representation is an idealized form of

the physical reality, based on the interpretation of the data

collected from the physical world, considering a certain level

of abstraction imposed by the scope of the created model. The

primary motivation for the use of a DT is the monitoring of the

system of interest as it changes over time. The DT virtual

representation describes a single instance of the physical

system and is updated at frequent intervals (VanDerHorn and

Mahadevan, 2021).

Manufacturing-related DT research is mainly focusing on

products’ design and lifecycle (Tao et al., 2018; Lo et al., 2021),

production lines and machinery, (Cimino et al., 2019), predictive

maintenance (Aivaliotis et al., 2019), and equipment energy

consumption management (Zhang et al., 2018). Applications

of DTs also considering the auxiliary components of a factory are

less common, such as the study by Blume et al. (2020) on DTs for

TBS operation in factories, on a case study of a cooling tower.

Manufacturing-related DTs are usually high-fidelity virtual

representations of systems and processes and are monitored

in real-time, with DT update frequencies in the scale of

seconds or less. Furthermore, they generally focus on the low

field level of the automation pyramid, (Martinez et al., 2021), that

of sensors and actuators for collecting production data and

executing commands (ANSI/ISA-95, 2018).

DTs in the AEC industry are up-to-date dynamic models of a

physical asset or a facility, including all structured and

unstructured information of the project used to model,

simulate, understand, predict, and optimize aspects of the

physical asset (Alizadehsalehi and Yitmen, 2021). BIM as a

digital platform is directly related to the implantation of DTs

in the AEC, as the latter evolve from detailed BIM models by

integrating simulations, real-time monitoring, and AI. As in

product design applications, DTs in the AEC can be utilized

before the physical system really exists. In the design phase, they

can create a solution virtually and accurately assess its operation

(Deng et al., 2021). In the build phase, DTs can provide the

construction specifications to the different providers and

enhance the procurement process (Shirowzhan et al., 2020).

Finally, in the operation phase, when the physical asset is

equipped with enough sensors, backed by AI, they provide

predictive maintenance and performance optimization by

enabling the system to automatically modify its operation or

indicate the need for human intervention (Boje et al., 2020).

It should be noted, that in the case of DTs referring to the

built environment, the physical system of interest is usually a

whole construction project, building, or even part of a city, with

various aspects and interconnections to be considered. Unlike

manufacturing DTs, where the model may consist of a single

machine or production line (modeled in detail as a system

together with its environment influences), AEC DTs are

usually extensive and detailed virtual representations of the

physical reality, resulting in very high levels of model fidelity.

However, a DT is not destined to be an exact representation of

reality, as the level of model detail directly relates to the level of

abstraction of reality chosen for the virtual representation,

defined by the scope and required outcomes of the particular

use case (VanDerHorn and Mahadevan, 2021). Considering this

position, a building DT can also be outlined by a greater

abstraction level, if this complies with the intended use of the

model.

Holistic energy modeling and simulation
of industrial facilities

Although the utilization of BEM for assessing the building

energy performance is a common practice in the AEC industry,

in the field of industrial buildings is still a relatively young

approach (Moynihan and Triantafillu, 2012; Wright et al.,

2013; Lee et al., 2014; Gourlis and Kovacic, 2016; Del Giudice

et al., 2021). Assessing and optimizing industrial facilities from

an energy use perspective are more challenging than buildings in

FIGURE 1
Structure of research.
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the residential and tertiary sector, as internal heat gains from

manufacturing activities can have a significant impact on the

indoor conditions and their scheduling can vary greatly over

time, given production demand and economic cycles (Liu et al.,

2013; Gourlis and Kovacic, 2017a). Production-related internal

gains can be assumed based on installed equipment or directly

measured in the case of an operating facility, with the first

potentially leading to disputable results and the second being

restrictive to existing production configurations. In any case,

when using BEM software, simplistic operating schedules

defining either maximum loads (Moynihan and Triantafillu,

2012; Lee et al., 2014) or daily patterns (Gourlis and Kovacic,

2016) can be considered within the software environment of

BEM tools, as current software cannot accurately incorporate

industrial processes (Wright et al., 2013).

Hesselbach et al. (2008)were one of the first to point out that the

complex and dynamic interdependencies of machines and

production processes, operational management, technical

building services, and the building climate could only be

analyzed via a holistic view of the facility. According to Duflou

et al. (2012), a holistic understanding of the different levels of

manufacturing processes, from unit-processing and multi-machine

levels to a factory level or even further on multi-factory and supply-

chain levels are essential for developing the next generation of

manufacturing facilities. Coupling of BEM capabilities with

manufacturing process simulation (MPS), generally used for

optimizing manufacturing process line and plant’s throughput,

offers such a solution, up to the whole factory level. Garwood

et al. (2018a) produced a comprehensive review of energy

simulation tools and methods for the manufacturing sector,

focusing on the combination of BEM with MPS. They categorize

holistic approaches into two types, co-simulation and hybrid

simulation solutions. Co-simulation uses a state-of-the-art

software platform for each discipline and couples them to share

data between simulation iterations. The hybrid simulation uses a

single solver platform capable of modeling all entities, flows, and

interdependencies achieving a maximum level of interaction

between various processes. This level of high interaction between

systemsmay not be achieved by a compartmentalized co-simulation

solution, as information, for example, about internal heat gains, can

be only unidirectional from one software to another (MPS to BEM)

and is not modeled in a bidirectional manner among different

facility subsystems, being the case in coupling Simulink/MATLAB

with EnergyPlus (Brundage et al., 2014).

It is worth noting, however, that holistic simulation solutions

may not be suitable for small- or medium-sized enterprises, as

these usually require considerable effort in the modeling process,

and in the case of simpler systems, energy metering and static

numerical calculations would be more appropriate. For more

complex systems and large automated production lines, holistic

simulations can reveal synergies and optimization potential on

multiple levels, from machine to production line and the whole

factory. Large enterprises may already have BIM models of their

facilities containing the information required for the holistic

analysis; however, this does not entail a de facto faster modeling

of the necessary simulation model, due to the required

simplification and filtering of provided data as well as

interoperability issues of the different discipline-oriented

software applications.

Challenges in BIM-based building energy
modeling

The use of BIM data for facilitating the creation of BEM

models to asses building thermal and energy performance has

been a topic of thorough research, both academic and industrial,

barring a huge potential for building design process optimization.

BIM models, considered knowledge databases, can contain most

information required for a BEM analysis; however, BIM-based

BEM still poses great challenges. These can be briefly sorted into

two main fields, being the discipline-specific requirements

between the BIM and BEM authoring sides, resulting in the

necessity of BIM simplification for performing BEM simulations,

and the interoperability issues between BIM and BEM software.

It is known that different software applications typically reflect

different “views” of the same building and each must deal with issues

unique to its discipline (Bazjanac and Kiviniemi, 2007). These

essential discipline-specific differences in the “view” of the

building, with usually that of the architect creating the original

BIM model not complying with that of the simulation expert

further utilizing the BIM model for BEM analysis, can be

exceeded by following guidelines during the creation of the initial

BIMmodel (Maile et al., 2013; Senave andBoeykens, 2015). However,

such an approach is hard to implement in practice, especially in large

industrial building projects where the shared BIMmodel is altered by

various disciplines. The major challenge here lies in the geometrical

representation of the building, as BEM requires a much simpler

geometry than computer-aided design (CAD) software. BEM

implements a finite volume model (FVM) of buildings and room

envelopes to simulate the thermal performance of each thermal

volume relative to each other and the surrounding environment

of the building. The highly detailed and accurate modeling of the

building is not required in BEM as small discrepancies will not have a

significantly detrimental effect on the overall building performance

(Garwood et al., 2018b). BIM-originated geometrymust, therefore, be

simplified and reduced to be used for BEM, also contributing to

shorter computational times in simulating complex models (Lagüela

et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2016). The preparation or simplification can be

performed automatically to some extent but also needsmanual efforts

(Ladenhauf et al., 2016; Pinheiro et al., 2018). Furthermore,

insufficient construction or material information in BIM objects,

not defined by the original BIM authoring side, poses another barrier

for BIM-based BEM (Kim et al., 2016).

Concerning data interoperability, the two prevalent data

exchange schemata for BIM-based BEM are IFC (Industry
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Foundation Classes) and gbXML (Green Building Extensible

Markup Language), developed by BuildingSmart and Green

Building Studio Inc., respectively. Although IFC, being the

only ISO-certified schema (ISO EN, 2016), has been

developed with a wider scope for providing BIM

interoperability among different domains and disciplines from

building construction to building operation, gbXML is focused

on the energy simulation domain, adopted by several BEM

software vendors as a de facto standard for importing BIM

data (Bahar et al., 2013). Since the IFC version IFC4 add2 in

July 2016 (BuildingSmart, 2022), both exchange schemata can

contain the necessary information for a BEM analysis as building

geometry, thermal zones, construction types, and material

properties, whereas only limited data related to HVAC

systems (Kamel and Memari, 2019). Differences lie in the fact

that gbXML can only export rectangular geometry from BIM

models, which is not the case for IFC, but it is the only one to

provide information on the location of the building (Kamel and

Memari, 2019). Further on, geometry in gbXML is defined

utilizing centerline representation (Pinheiro et al., 2018), while

IFC is capable of exporting second-level space boundaries by

using standardized Model View Definitions (MVDs), which

specify how each object or information should be represented

for a particular, discipline-specific view (Venugopal et al., 2012).

The first can lead gbXML-generated BEM to an increased zone

volume and a potential overestimation of the resulting energy

consumption (Bazjanac et al., 2016), however, second-level space

boundary data in IFC are often missing or incorrect, hindering

the BEM creation process with manual corrections or requiring

specific algorithms to produce valid data (Lilis et al., 2017).

Regardless of the selected schema, information loss during

data exchange from BIM to BEM is a frequently reported

problem (El Asmi et al., 2015; Sanhudo et al., 2018; Gao

et al., 2019; Kamel and Memari, 2019). Kamel and Memari

(2019) divide the causes of interoperability issues into four

categories where 1) the BIM software may not transfer all the

required information in the exchange file, for example, the IFC

exporter of Revit (version 2018) is not exporting information

about thermal and optical properties of construction materials,

although IFC can incorporate them (Lilis et al., 2018); 2) the

exchange file may not be able to save all the information properly,

for example, building location, HVAC properties, and building

usage; 3) the BEM software may not be able to read all the

information in the data exchange file; 4) information may not be

mapped and transferred properly to the BEM and energy

simulations engine’s file format.

Potentials of visual programming and BIM

Taking the aforementioned particulars into account, we

conclude that BIM-based BEM is undergoing rapid and

intense development but there is no guarantee in generating

automated or with limited additional effort reliable BEMmodels.

Considering also that currently available BEM solutions are not

capable of modeling manufacturing processes in industrial

facilities, and a further examination of alternative methods to

retrieve information from digital building models for holistic

energy efficiency industrial applications is performed.

In this scope, the utilization of visual programming in the

AEC industry can lower the hurdle for acquiring essential data

from BIM models and simultaneously reveal great potential for

data analysis and processing tasks (Preidel et al., 2017). Being

more user-friendly than typical programming languages, visual

programming is mainly used in the AEC field for generative

purposes of parametric geometry and semantic information

(Hummpi and Österlud, 2016), as well as for checking or

querying information on existing models (Amann et al.,

2018). Dynamo is a graphical algorithm editor linked with

Autodesk Revit using the Revit API and allowing users to

create algorithmic scripts by connecting nodes. As a

parametric modeling engine, Dynamo extends Revit’s

capabilities by adding a level of associativity that does not

exist in the off-the-shelf application, including driving

parameters based on external inputs (Kensek, 2014). One of

its features is the facilitation of categorizing and managing

information from large amounts of components in a BIM

model, as in the case of high-rise buildings (Gan et al., 2018).

In the field of building energy analysis, Dynamo has been used as

a medium to facilitate interoperability via gbXML between the

BIM model and BEM tools concerning adaptive facades with

building integrated photovoltaics (Somboonwit et al., 2017); or

functioning as a platform for deploying algorithmic building

performance simulations directly in the BIM environment of

Revit, without the need of two separate models and a data

exchange schema (Kensek, 2015; Dong et al., 2021).

BaMa: a framework for a holistic
digital twin ecosystem

In the course of previous research within a funded research

project Balanced Manufacturing (BaMa) a DT framework for

software architecture and a prototypical toolchain were

proposed, enabling large industrial facilities to integrate

energy-related planning into the actual plant operation. A

holistic approach addressing all subsystems of a facility

(production process, logistics, TBS, and the building itself)

was chosen, considering both ecological and economic aspects

as optimization targets. The DT simulation-based framework

enables monitoring, predicting, and optimizing energy demand

and the associated carbon emissions as well as costs, to be linked

to the existing industrial automation systems of the facility.

BaMa, therefore, does not just assess the optimization

potential of designed or existing production but introduces

energy efficiency as a steering value into a factory’s
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operational planning and can be utilized iteratively, such as an

advanced planning and scheduling system would support a cost

and/or time-efficient production process (Chryssolouris, 1992).

The novelty of the BaMa framework lies in the fact that it

addresses existing operation facilities and utilizes a holistic

hybrid simulation approach with discrete and continuous

models solved simultaneously in a single solver platform.

These form a holistic DT ecosystem of all factory subsystems,

which are continually updated by monitoring data for a

simulation-based optimization.

The BaMa holistic DT ecosystem consists of three main parts:

constant monitoring, simulation-based predictions, and

multicriteria genetic algorithmic optimization. Figure 2 shows

a schematic representation of the system’s components and

interconnectivity. BaMa acquires real-time data from various

sensors attached to the production process and the building

technical systems, referring to the logistic flows and storage as

well as monitoring the space’s indoor conditions or outdoor

weather data. It reports back on the planning and management

levels, automation pyramid level 3: manufacturing execution

system (MES) and level 4: enterprise resource planning (ERP),

as defined by standard ANSI/ISA-95 (2018). However, offline

data collection is also relevant, including physical inspections and

changes regarding the physical relations of the modeled

subsystems (e.g., machinery is removed from a certain space

or a big hall is structurally and thermally divided into smaller

ones). The monitoring of resource consumption and required

conditions of all subsystems is compatible with the energy

management standard ISO 50001. The prediction of the

energy and resource demand, performed by the hybrid

simulation, is based on the real-time monitoring data from

the four subsystems comprising a factory—production

equipment and processes, logistics, TBS, and the

building—extended by day-ahead production plans and

forecasting data (e.g., weather information). The optimization

of the plant operation via a genetic algorithm (GA) regards the

targets of energy, time, and costs as well as restrictions resulting

from given degrees of freedom, resource availability, and product

quality. The GA’s primary aim is to minimize energy demand

with the utilization of synergies, peak load management, and

efficient use of available equipment (Sobottka et al., 2017). Its

prototypical deployment in an operating industrial baking

facility indicated a reduction of the overall energy

consumption by up to 30% (Sihn et al., 2018).

BaMa digital twin: the modular cubes

BaMa implements a generic modular approach to create a

facility’s DT and models a unified virtual representation of all

four factory subsystems in a single solver platform, aiming for the

flexibility and reusability of the modular models for a variety of

industrial facility types. The core modular element of BaMa DT is

the cube. Cubes are the components of the DT, representing

physical parts of the facility, and are mapped into mathematically

formulated virtual counterparts in the DT. They decompose the

overall physical system into manageable elements with well-

defined interfaces at a chosen level of abstraction and are

assembled each time in virtual constellations representing a

unique plant, enabling the analysis of complex and

FIGURE 2
Schematic representation of the BaMa framework’s components and interconnectivity (adapted from BaMa, 2018).
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heterogeneous processes. From a top-down view, cubes can be

considered as black box models of, for example, a machine, a

room, or a piping grid, arranged hierarchically, meaning that a

cube can be contained in another cube. The level of abstraction of

each cube must correspond to the intended use of the resulting

model. The data abstraction process requires, thus, a detailed

observation and understating of the reality and a further

interpretation process of the data which will consist of the

idealized virtual representation, providing the relevant

evidence about the reality. The resulting cube models have

interfaces consisting of three distinct types of data exchange:

energy flow, material flow, and information flow. Energy flows

are described by continuous values that require a time-driven

modeling approach, whereas material and product flows are

discrete entities demanding event-driven modeling. Both carry

related carbon emissions and cost weights for assessing the

ecological and economic performance of the production. Last,

information flows can exchange various information needed for

the internal calculations of a cube. The process of determining

the modular parts that consists of the entire facility, as well as

their interrelationships, is defined inside BaMa as cubing. For

example, cubing is performed to analyze a production line in all

its stages as well as for defining the thermal view of the building

envelope. Data of the relevant physical system, parameters

outside the selected physical system that affect it, and also its

interconnections to other physical systems, are collected,

interpreted, and stored in the virtual representation. A

detailed description of the BaMa methodology is available in

Leobner et al. (2015) and Leobner (2016).

BaMa cubes are divided into four classes, which include different

generic cube types aiming to be able to model all the functions within

the factory (Figure 3). The building-related cubes are further explained

in Building model within the BaMa digitaltwin ecosystem; however, a

detailed description of all other cubemodelswould be beyond the scope

of this study. Further information is available in Raich et al. (2016),

Smolek et al. (2017), and Smolek et al. (2018).

BaMa hybrid simulation

Although attempts have been made for a holistic simulation

of industrial facilities, most of them focus on machine and

process levels, neglecting details and interdependencies with

the built environment of an industrial facility (Mawson and

Hughes 2019). Furthermore, a recent review acknowledged that

no simulation software is capable of performing holistic

modeling in a single solver platform across all production

facility partial systems and linking those models together

(Garwood et al., 2018a). Despeisse et al. (2013) have presented

an approach for holistic industrial facility simulation within

single time-driven BEM software. However, this approach is

limited to simple production processes that can be modeled as

thermal zones and is not capable of managing intricate

production lines. Those could be simulated in separate

software and be given afterward as a simplistic schedule for

internal thermal loads back in the BEM software. In the scope of

BaMa, the necessity of combing time-driven (continuous state)

with event-driven (discrete state) modular cube interfaces in a

single modeling environment led to the implementation of the

Discrete Event and Differential Equation System Specification

(DEV&DESS) (Zeigler et al., 2000), as a hybrid Discrete Event

System Specification DEVS formalism (Zeigler, 2006), based on

Parallel DEVS (P-DEVS) (Chow and Zeigler, 1994). Such kind of

simulation environment is increasingly being adopted as the

preferred approach to intelligent hybrid (continuous and

discrete) cyber-physical system design (Zeigler, 2021).

The desired flexibility of cubes as modular elements further

required a strict interface definition. Since none of the existing

building performance simulation tools and data exchange

schemata such as IFC and gbXML are compliant with the

BaMa interface definitions, a new building thermal simulation

solution was created inside the BaMa framework and required

input information had to be defined and structured to apply the

cube approach. The capabilities of the BaMa hybrid simulation,

originally implemented in MATLAB, were tested with a simple

prototype (Smolek et al., 2018) and were validated against

EnergyPlus (Gourlis et al., 2017). The simulation results of an

actual facility modeled with the hybrid BaMa approach,

including the building, ventilation systems, and manufacturing

procedures, were also found to comply with available monitoring

data, proving the reliability of the models (Smolek et al., 2017).

Building model within the BaMa digital
twin ecosystem

Industrial buildings’ main function is to house the necessary

equipment and provide an appropriate indoor environment for

production and its accompanying activities, for both employees

and industrial operations. The first is achieved by the spaces’

layout and the building structure, while the second is by the

FIGURE 3
Overview of the BaMa cube classes and sub-classes.
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performance of the building envelope in combination with the

use of TBS and the impact of production processes. The proposed

BaMa framework does not aim to optimize the building design or

the envelope quality and actual building performance, but

considers the building as a fixed boundary of the examined

overall system, influenced by external and internal conditions

and having an impact on the final overall energy demand. Thus,

the objective is the actual performance of the building which is

assessed in the three parts of the BaMa framework as follows: 1)

by monitoring space conditions to avoid violations of required

conditions and comfort, 2) by predicting heating or cooling

demand based on current weather conditions or forecast data

and the actual production schedule via the hybrid simulation

models, and 3) by optimizing the heating or cooling schedules

according to the proposed production plan.

Crucial points in the creation of the building component of

the facility’s DT are the identification of the intended outcomes

and the definition of the model scope. Identifying the target

outcomes enables the scope of the modeled DT to be realistically

bounded to achieve these outcomes, which should be measurable

and quantifiable (VanDerHorn & Mahadevan, 2021). Outcomes

of the building components of the BaMa DT implementation are

primarily the actual energy demand for heating and cooling of

the industrial facility and secondarily the maintenance of the

required indoor climate conditions. Based on these targets, the

DT scope regarding the building-related physical system is the

definition of the building geometry and structure in a multi-

zoned thermal model of the facility (as in typical BEM

applications), at a certain level of abstraction though, so that

it will not add additional complexity to the whole holistic DT

ecosystem of the facility.

On the inputs side, the DT models are fed with statistical

parameters and state variables. The first does not usually change

over the course of the simulation unless an adaptation of the

model behavior is needed, whereas the second refers to dynamic

values, collected by sensors. In the case of the building DT, the

real-time data deriving from sensor monitoring space conditions

(e.g., air temperature, relative humidity, CO2, and air quality

levels) feed constantly the hybrid simulation as state variables.

Furthermore, monitoring information of the TBS is also fed to

the BEM part of the hybrid simulation, such as temperature and

air speed of the air supply ducts or, for example, temperature and

flow rates from the circulating medium of ceiling radiant panels.

Last, heat gains frommachinery and the production processes are

collected and fed to the building DT by sensors measuring the

electrical consumption of motors and thermometers in the case

of heat-intensive processes, such as ovens. This kind of state

variables, combined with the fixed parameters already provided

to the models (e.g., the air volume of a thermal zone, the air

volume of the industrial oven, product size, and temperature

after exiting the oven process) manage to depict the actual

physical reality in the holistic DT ecosystem, serving as the

base of simulation-based optimization.

The building is analyzed in BaMa, such as the other three

subsystems of the factory, by the previously described modular

concept of cubes to form the holistic DT of the facility. The

building is thus virtually represented by the building and the

thermal zone cubes. Building-related cubes have no discrete

entities directly interacting with them, thus there is no need

for discrete interfaces and models to handle explicitly continuous

flows of information and energy. For the assessment of the

building-related energy demand, the facility is divided into

thermal zones, as is the usual practice in BEM. At the

building level, the BEM part of the hybrid simulation, such as

other commercial BEM tools, delivers the required heating and

cooling demands for each zone, which is then provided, or not, by

the TBS cubes, such as the HVACmodels inside other BEM tools.

The “building cube” constitutes the construction elements of

the facility. It describes the heat transfer through the building

envelope into the thermal zones, natural and forced convection

on the walls, and solar irradiance on opaque and transparent

elements. Inputs are the temperatures of all thermal zones

coming according to the occasion either from monitoring data

or simulation outcomes, as well as the thermal boundary

conditions (outdoor, ground, or other non-simulation

temperatures), which are constant parameters. Other inputs

are the solar radiation per square meter and the forced

convection heat transfer coefficients; the latter, depending on

exterior wall perimeter, roughness, area, wind speed, and wind

direction, are not calculated inside the cube model due to time

efficiency. The net heat gain or loss is calculated as an output

result for all thermal zones. The basis underneath the building

cube is a resistance-capacitance model, using one capacitance

representing the thermal storage potential of the wall or slab and

two resistances. The thermal capacity is lumped together,

resulting in a single thermal storage potential parameter per

wall or slab element. The topology of the building elements is

handled by matrices, which relate the position of zones and

boundary conditions to each other.

The “thermal zone cube” defines the thermal capacity of the

thermal zone’s content with a single internal temperature,

considered to have a homogeneous air distribution throughout

its volume. Inputs present are the heat transfer via zone

boundaries, which is calculated in the building cube, the

ambient temperature, which affects the zone infiltration, waste

heat internal gains calculated by the production process cubes

based on real-time sensor data, and the provided heating and

cooling load capacities by the TBS cubes. The temperature in the

thermal zone is calculated from the balance of the heat flows over

the system boundary as an output. Additional outputs are the

heating, cooling, and ventilation demand, as determined by the

thermal zone cube for the next time step. To carry out the

necessary calculations, both cube types need to have several

parameters defined, resulting in the aforedescribed outputs as

new state variables of the DT in the optimization procedure

(Figure 4).
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The use of the hybrid simulation models composed of

interconnected cubes results in predicting heating and cooling

demands for the virtual counterpart of an operating industrial

facility with the actual production plan and occurring process

waste heat being integrated into the dynamic model. This

poses a clear advantage to methods using co-simulation

solutions with assumed internal gains or averaged

measurement values, by having to integrate only one model

in the facility’s automation system for providing optimized

production and auxiliary equipment schedules. However, the

BaMa building simulation solution has limitations compared

to traditional BEM software due to its rather abstract

perception of the building. The impact of shading geometry

on the building envelope or dynamic shading options is not

addressed, as in the case of shades, only a total g-factor can be

defined, based on a set diminution factor (Fc value), and

applied to the transparent element. Moreover, natural

ventilation strategies cannot be thoroughly examined, being

limited to predefined increases or decreases of infiltration

rates. Another point is that BaMa cube models cannot address

thermally activated building components (Gourlis and

Kovacic, 2020) Nevertheless, BaMa is not a framework for

optimizing the design or technology of the industrial building

itself or of available TBS but focuses on the interaction of all

subsystems in terms of energy efficiency. To this extent, it

allows a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the whole

industrial facility.

Scope of research, tools, and
methods

The scope of research is the building representation in the

proposed holistic DT ecosystem for energy-efficient

manufacturing. The novel contribution of the study is the

creation of the building-related components within the

presented holistic DT simulation-based framework using

BIM models for acquiring data for the building

representation and parameterization, as presented in

Building model within the BaMa digital twin ecosystem.

This study explores the potential of utilizing visual

programming for extracting information from BIM models

to the building-related part of the hybrid simulation to form

the building DT, as defined in the proposed framework in

BaMa hybrid simulation and Building model within the BaMa

digital twin ecosystem. The utilization of a common data

exchange schema for BIM to BEM interoperability,

described in Challenges in BIM-based building energy

modeling, is not selected by this study, as the data structure

of such schemata is incompatible with the building

representation of a DT with a high level of abstraction

compared to that of traditional BIM-based DTs. The

abstracted DT of the building maintains the spatial

relations with the production and logistic processes as well

as an appropriate BEM representation by extracting

information from a BIM model, functioning as a knowledge

database. A workflow linking BIM data with the hybrid

simulation models via visual programming is proposed and

subsequently, a comparative case study is utilized as a testbed

for evaluation. The development of the proposed workflow

has included the modeling of various industrial use cases to

identify the necessary simplification stages for pre-processing

an existing architectural BIM model, to be used as an input for

an abstracted building representation in the hybrid

simulation. Thereupon resulting are building-related data

exchange requirements and a semi-automated data

acquisition workflow, continuing previous work on data

transfer from BIM to BEM for industrial buildings (Gourlis

FIGURE 4
Schematic representation of the building and thermal zone cubes.
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and Kovacic, 2017b) and further the holistic DT hybrid

simulation via a manual information workflow (Gourlis

et al., 2017).

The proposed workflow and comparative study should

answer the research questions:

1. To what extent can the creation of the idealized digital

representation of the building in the holistic DT ecosystem

be automated based on available BIM models?

2. Does the proposed data acquisition and modeling workflow

deliver an accurate BEM representation of the building in the

holistic DT ecosystem?

3. Can the proposed workflow facilitate the implementation of

the BaMa DT framework in industrial facilities?

The tools used in this study are Autodesk Revit as a BIM

authoring tool, Dynamo for visual programming to scripting the

proposed algorithm, and MS Excel as a post-processing database

and input structuring tool for the BaMa framework and its

accompanying prototypical toolchain. Revit is selected for

being one of the most utilized BIM software worldwide and

Dynamo for the fact that allows visual programming within the

Revit environment. In Revit physical properties such as thickness

(m), density (kg/m³), thermal conductivity (W/m·K), and specific
heat capacity (J/kg·K) can be assigned to all material layers of

construction elements, as well as specific details for windows as

g-factor and visible transmittance. With this information, Revit

allows the calculation of thermal resistance and thermal mass of

the used constructions. These as well as building geometry and

topology information, together with space-related data can be

managed and structured with Dynamo and then exported in a

spreadsheet database for further processing. Information related

to the building and thermal zone cube types, as described in

Building model within the BaMa digital twin ecosystem, can be

then formatted in.csv data, ready to be read by the hybrid

simulation, and implemented in MATLAB or C++ applications.

Building energy modeling procedure
within the BaMa digital twin
framework

The proposed workflow is formulated as follows: definition of

data exchange requirements, BIM model simplification, model pre-

processing; visual programming for accumulating and managing

information of the BIMmodel, and post-processing. The aimwas to

provide a data structure that retains all the variables describing the

physical reality at the level of abstraction chosen for the building

component of the holistic hybrid simulation. The defined cube

computational models will then describe how the parameters and

variables of interest relate to each other within the holistic DT

hybrid simulation.

Analysis and definition of data required for
the building energy modeling

A set of use cases has been used to define building-related

information exchange requirements, along with information

about TBS, production processes, and logistics, needed for the

hybrid simulation models. First simple prototypes were

developed to test modular cubes (Raich et al., 2016; Smolek

et al., 2018), which then evolved into models of real

manufacturing facilities from project partners (Gourlis et al.,

2017; Smolek et al., 2017). For the domain of BEM inside the

hybrid simulation, necessary input for the two related cube types,

as described in Building model within the BaMa digital twin

ecosystem and Figure 4, was identified based on traditional

requirements of BEM tools assorted appropriately to the cube

approach.

Table 1 summarizes the necessary building-related data input

in the BaMa DT framework. Information is divided into two

categories, those related to the building elements such as walls,

slabs, and windows and those related to the thermal zones. The

first contains information on geometry, element topology and

type, space boundaries, and material properties, while the second

space-related information, zone set-point temperatures,

occupancy, non-dynamic lighting gains, and air change

requirements. The table outlines whether necessary

information is provided by or can be defined in the BIM

model, if it is required to develop a functional hybrid

simulation model and whether data can be acquired in an

automated way. BIM models can contain the required

information directly as needed for the input in the hybrid

simulation model, for example, construction type, or include

the necessary data and additional information so that the desired

value can be calculated afterward, for example, boundary

condition. Any additional information defined in BIM, for

example, zone set-point temperatures, can facilitate the post-

processing. All material properties of opaque and transparent

elements must be defined in the BIM model, otherwise default

values will be applied, which may though lead to calculation

errors.

The last column of Table 1 informs on which input values can

be acquired “as they are” from the BIM model and which require

additional mapping or further post-processing. The difference

between these two procedures lies in the required level of data

modification. For additional mapping, the required data exist in

the correct form in the BIM model but are not correlated with

each element to be used in BaMa. This applies to the material and

type-related attributes that are defined for an object type (e.g.,

wall or window) but the actual elements placed in the model do

not have these details as attributes. A simple mapping of the

object type parameters with the model elements’ topology is thus

required. In the case of post-processing, the necessary

information is not contained in the desired form in the BIM

model but can be calculated or defined based on other
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information acquired from the BIM model. The workflow is

described in detail in Data acquisition workflows.

BIM model simplification

A common practice in every simulation approach is to

reduce the complexity of the model and therefore parameters

input while maintaining the validity of the simulation results,

concerning the question that the simulation is being used to

address (Frantz, 1995). An as-built BIM model of an

industrial facility contains a significant amount of

information irrelevant to the required data for a thermal

building simulation, as it is not originally developed for such

a purpose. Applying the cube approach requires an

appropriate definition of thermal zones according to a

BEM discipline view, as discussed in Challenges in BIM-

based building energy modeling, based on space usage and

TABLE 1 Data exchange requirements from BIM to BaMa.

Category Information type Unit Available in
BIM

Required for
BaMa model

Automated
acquisition

Building elements Element ID ✓ prereq Post-processing

Zone Name ✓ prereq ✓
Element type ✓ prereq ✓
Position in zone ✓ prereq ✓
Orientation for exterior elements ✓ prereq Post-processing

Boundary condition ✓ prereq Post-processing

Adjacent construction ✓ prereq Post-processing

Construction type ✓ prereq ✓
Element area m2 ✓ prereq Post-processing

Perimeter for exterior elements m ✓ prereq Post-processing

R-value m2·K/W ✓ prereq ✓ + mapping

Thermal mass kJ/K ✓ prereq ✓ + mapping

Air resistance Rsi & Rse m2·K/W — prereq Post-processing

Roughness of exterior elements (✓) prereq ✓ + mapping

Absorptance of exterior elements (✓) prereq ✓ + mapping

g-factor (✓) window prereq ✓ + mapping

Visible transmittance (Tvis) (✓) window prereq ✓ + mapping

Thermal zones Zone ID ✓ prereq ✓
Zone name ✓ prereq ✓
Zone level ✓ prereq ✓
Zone area m2 ✓ prereq ✓
Zone volume m³ ✓ prereq ✓
Conditioned Y/N (✓) prereq ✓
Low set-point temp °C (✓) prereq if cond Y ✓
High set-point temp °C (✓) prereq if cond Y ✓
Occupancy Nr of people (✓) Optional ✓
Lighting gains W or W/m2 (✓) Optional ✓
Infiltration ACH 1/h (✓) Optional ✓
Ventilation ACH 1/h (✓) Optional ✓
Starting zone temp °C (✓) prereq ✓

Info to facilitate post-processing Element level ✓ ✓
Exterior element (✓) ✓
Element to ground (✓) ✓
Host element for doors and windows ✓ ✓

prereq, prerequisite; (✓),available if defined or else default value.
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type of production processes, conditioning requirements as

well as building geometry and construction properties. This

constitutes the first stage of model abstraction in BIM by

redefining the model’s room-stamps used in the architectural

plans with new, representing the necessary thermal zones.

The original geometry (e.g., interior partitions) may also be

simplified as it is usually too rich and not relevant in the

context of building simulation (Choi et al., 2016). This leads

to a redefinition of internal boundaries and simplification of

construction types in case different wall types with similar

thermal properties are used, being the second stage of

abstraction. Extensive geometric simplification of the

FIGURE 5
Workflows: (left) manual BEM-based data acquisition–MABEM, (right) semi-automated dynamo-based data acquisition–SADYN.
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building envelope can affect the building’s performance and

must be avoided. The described model abstraction is manual

work performed in the pre-processing phase and results in a

new “simple” BIM. This is utilized then as the knowledge

database from where input values for creation and

parameterization of the simulation model are acquired.

Further pre-processing actions at the BIM model level are

discussed in the following section.

Data acquisition workflows

The procedure of acquiring building-related information

from the as-built BIM model of an industrial building and

transforming these into cube-structured data, readable by the

BaMa hybrid simulation implemented in MATLAB, was

performed utilizing two different workflows (Figure 5). The

type of data acquired is analyzed in Analysis and definition of

data required for the building energy modeling and Table 1.

The first workflow is a manual process, based on a developed

BEM in EnergyPlus that has been used for validating the results of the

thermal building simulation solution inside the BaMaDT framework.

However, the so-called manual BEM-based workflow (MABEM) is a

time-intensive process, which includes the interoperability problems

from BIM to BEM and extensive remodeling and redefinition of

element properties, analyzed in previous related work (Gourlis and

Kovacic, 2017b). Through the MABEM workflow, a fully functional

BEM model is created in EnergyPlus, although such a model is not

necessary when applying the BaMa holistic DT framework in an

industrial facility. It is only used for providing the required building-

related data, categorized as building element and thermal zone data as

of Table 1. These are collected or measured manually and are

structured in input lists for the BaMa hybrid simulation. The

MABEM workflow is not further presented in this section as the

steps for creating a BEM model are already published (Gourlis and

Kovacic, 2017b) and the rest is a non-standardized manual data

collection work.

The second workflow, presented in detail in the following

subsections, was created to accelerate the process, allowing a

direct acquisition of necessary information from BIM to BaMa. It

utilizes a visual programming script for extracting and

structuring data directly from a simplified BIM model in a

spreadsheet database. Predefined post-processing functions

subsequently correct inconsistencies and arrange the data so

they can be imported into the hybrid simulation model. If

needed, additional information is integrated manually. The

semi-automated Dynamo workflow (SADYN) counts three

parts—pre-processing in the BIM environment, the Dynamo

script, and post-processing in Excel.

Pre-processing in BIM
As the original BIM models are too detailed for either a BEM

simulation or for the BaMa framework, both workflows require

manual abstraction and editing. The thermal zone separation

according to the cube concept requires new room stamps. For the

BaMa hybrid simulation, all zones, corresponding to the defined

cubes, must have physical boundaries, meaning that the use of

room separation lines is to be avoided as no fictional partitions

are considered, contrary to the air-wall approach utilized inmany

BEM tools. Moreover, columns, beams, and freestanding

partitions inside zones must be set as non-bounding objects.

Elements such as walls and slabs should be modeled as

compound objects, as with non-compound elements (separate

parallel laid layers); problems arise with adjacencies between

zones and inaccurate thermal properties when only the room-

stamp bounding construction layer is considered. Curtain walls

are to be avoided, since they are managed as walls by BIM

authoring tools, without thermal mass or visual light

transmittance values, and cause problems regarding their

orientation faces. Finally, for elements used in the thermal

envelope, an additional property should be set defining their

role as an exterior element or element to ground. This can be also

determined by the element’s function, which categorizes each

element as exterior and interior, given the fact that only

appropriate element types are used at the right positions in

the model.

Furthermore, in case of an incomplete definition of element

properties in the BIM model, missing information must be

provided. This is crucial concerning material semantic

properties of all elements, which should be defined

accordingly, as BIM software calculates thermal mass and

resistance based on the construction layers. For an accurate

thermal analysis, default values should be replaced

appropriately. This affects information such as material

roughness and absorptance as well as glazing g-factor and

visible transmittance , which are defined in the BIM model

material database. Last, zone-related properties, such as space

conditioning state, set-point temperatures, and air change rates

can be easily determined in the pre-processing stage in BIM and

then automatically sorted in input information to the BaMa

hybrid simulation.

BIM visual programming script
The main function of the proposed visual programming

script in Dynamo is to accumulate, organize, and link

together the appropriate building-related information

(Analysis and definition of data required for the building

energy modeling) contained in the BIM model. This is

achieved via managing data lists with built-in dynamo nodes

as well as custom nodes provided by “packages” of freely

available, open-source collections of custom nodes. Figure 6

depicts an overview of the nodes consisting of the visual

programming script with a description of the function of each

section. Thermal zone and building element information is

managed and arranged according to the model’s room stamps.

The light blue section of the script reads and organizes all the
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necessary thermal zone attributes. The green sections of the script

handle the geometry, type, and topology of the building elements

(walls, slabs, windows, and doors) that correspond to each

thermal zone. This means that although in a BIM Revit model

a single element, for example, an exterior wall, can be the

boundary of multiple zones, its area is, respectively, divided

and allocated to each zone. Wall orientation is obtained

separately and is assigned to each wall element and its nested

doors and windows in the post-processing phase. The turquoise-

colored sections collect the object type parameters and material

properties corresponding to the appropriate building elements

available in the BIM model (construction type, R-value, thermal

FIGURE 6
Overview of the Dynamo algorithm.

FIGURE 7
Problems of unique element IDs.
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mass, roughness, absorptance, g-factor, and visible

transmittance). However, this information is not allocated

based on room stamps but is mapped in the post-processing

phase to the actual building elements of each zone. Last, the

orange section exports the obtained data to MS Excel.

The visual programming script is capable of automatically

acquiring the required information from the BIM model;

however, the following limitations must be acknowledged.

First, the produced output fails to provide unique IDs for

each building element. This results in elements situated in

different zones, with different surface areas having the same

ID. Using again the exterior wall example, a single element in

Revit with a unique ID will be divided into multiple elements,

corresponding to the actual thermal zones, but with the same ID

(Figure 7). Additionally, this zone division of the host elements

(walls and ceilings) does not consider the area of their nested

elements (windows and doors) when calculating the final surface

area, leading to inconsistencies. Furthermore, in the case of

interior elements, the script does not automatically define the

adjacent elements of the neighbor zone. Nevertheless, these

problems can be resolved in the following post-processing phase.

Finally, the unrestricted application of the proposed

algorithm can be hindered by the fact that compatibility

cannot be guaranteed for the evolving Dynamo versions in

all systems and due to the condition, that processed

parameters must be called by the name. Even for such

general parameters, there can be differences in terminology

among object families in the BIM authoring software (e.g., for

a door: height—rough height). Thus, depending on the used

family attributes’ names, the script should be adjusted to

deliver all necessary information.

Post-processing by spreadsheet functions
For overcoming the limitations of the visual programming

script and completing all required information on the building

elements, the data output requires further processing for an

automated input to the BaMa DT. Thus, mapping or post-

processing is conducted via an Excel tool, containing

predefined functions.

Mapping refers to the process of correlating the material

properties as object type parameters of each construction type,

namely, R-value, thermal mass, roughness, absorptance,

g-factor, and visible transmittance, with the actual building

element of each zone. The data here are extracted from BIM by

the visual programming script in different lists and only

require a simple name-based matching of the construction

types to enrich the information of each building element.

Post-processing actions correct inconsistencies of the BIM

exported data or add further information by using additional

exported properties, which are not used directly in the final

data lists for BaMa, such as host elements, exterior or ground

elements, and element level. First, all building elements obtain

new unique IDs sorting out the problem described in 5.3.2.

This is crucial for assigning later correct adjacencies for

interior building elements. Regarding element orientation,

based on their host element information, windows and

doors are assigned the appropriate orientation given the

fact that they are hosted in exterior building elements. In

the case of curtain walls, BIM extracted orientation properties

are incorrectly inversed and are adjusted when required.

Moreover, post-processing functions calculate the correct

surface area of each wall element, subtracting hosted doors

and windows when necessary.

Determinative is the process of defining boundary

conditions and element adjacencies. After classifying

exterior and ground elements, the remaining interior

elements are compared in terms of having the same

construction type, surface area, and original element ID but

belonging to different zones. Here, the initial drawback of the

Dynamo export is positively used to help identify adjacent

elements and the building topology. In case all comparisons,

including the thermal zone, are equal, the element is regarded

as an internal zone partition, not belonging to the zone

thermal boundary, and is omitted from the final data.

Exported wall elements with a surface area smaller than the

product of “room height × 0.30 cm” are regarded as adiabatic

and are also omitted from the final data lists for BaMa, as they

mostly refer to the wall thickness dividing two rooms adjacent

to the room where this wall is located, for example, the

magenta-colored wall surface in Figure 8, or are surfaces of

internal partitions. In the case of remaining elements with no

set boundary conditions, either as exterior, ground, or

adjacent to specific construction, these are also regarded as

adiabatic.

Last, the air resistance values Rse and Rsi are added to

each building element according to its position in the zone.

According to EN ISO 6946, Rse is determined for exterior

elements with 0.4 m2·K/W and for ground elements with

FIGURE 8
Interior boundary adjacencies.
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0 m2·K/W. Rsi determined for at top positioned exterior

elements is 0.1 m2·K/W and for bottom positioned exterior

or ground elements is 0.17 m2·K/W. In all other cases, Rsi is

set to 0.13 m2 K/W. Here, it should be mentioned that

although it would be possible to add an air material to the

construction types originally in the BIM model in the pre-

processing phase and edit the thermal resistance Rsi and Rse

as appropriate to have their values already calculated, it

FIGURE 9
3D view of the case study BIM model in Revit.

TABLE 2 Comparison of case study data for BaMa input.

Comparison Data acquisition workflow Percentage change of
SADYN results in
reference to MABEMMABEM SADYN

Size figures Number of zones-“cubes” 12 12 0%

Net floor area 11,123 m2 11,012 m2 −1.0%

Net volume 76,109 m³ 69,717 m³ −8.4%

Building elements Number of elements

Walls 79 308 +289.9%

Floors/ceilings/roofs 41 93 +126.8%

Windows/skylights 9 60 +566.7%

Doors 31 101 +225.8%

Sum total 160 562 +251.3%

Elements’ area

Walls 8,198 m2 7,543 m2 −8.0%

Floors/ceilings/roofs 22,402 m2 22,180 m2 −1.0%

Windows 614 m2 693 m2 +12.9%

Skylights 60 m2 64 m2 +6.7%

Doors 329 m2 370 m2 +12.3%

Sum of vertical elements 9,141 m2 8,606 m2 −5.9%

Sum of horizontal elements 22,462 m2 22,244 m2 −1.0%

Sum total 31,603 m2 30,850 m2 −2.4%

Creation time Pre-processing phase 30 h 30 h 0%

Main process phase 71 h 4 h −94.4%

Post-processing phase 24 h 5 h −79.2%

Sum total 125 h 39 h −68.8%
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would not be feasible, as it would require the creation of

different structures for floors according to the correct Rsi.

Therefore, the calculation during post-processing was

preferred.

Evaluation of the proposed data
acquisition workflows

Both workflows, as of Data acquisition workflows, were

applied in a case study to test the feasibility and reliability of

the proposed semi-automated workflow (SADYN) at

extracting information from a BIM model and structuring

them as input for the holistic hybrid simulation. The goal was

to compare the input information that results from both

workflows. Data produced by the manual workflow

(MABEM) are regarded as the reference point. We

examined if SADYN results in a valid representation of

the building model, so that the holistic BaMa framework

and its accompanying toolchain can be implemented based

directly on BIM model data, without the middle step of

creating a BEM model. Differences between the results of

the two workflows are identified and evaluated, assessing

data consistency and implementation times.

Comparative case study

An industrial bakery building in Austria was used as a case

study. The building has a rectangular shape housing its

production areas mainly in double-height spaces on the

ground floor, with peripheral and administration areas in the

mezzanine and upper level (Figure 9). The BIMmodel, originally

modeled in Revit, displayed a detailed representation of the

building for the construction stage in LOD 400 (level of

development), thus providing comprehensive information on

the material properties of the building elements and

constructions, and information regarding space conditioning,

lighting and occupancy loads of the factory’s spaces. It also

included numerous geometrical elements non-relevant for the

thermal representation of the building in the abstracted DT

representation, as well as a high room-stamp partition,

concerning the architectural room schedule. For enabling

further processing via the visual programming script, an

extended manual effort in the initial pre-processing phase was

required. Existing room stamps were deleted or modified and

new ones were defined to correspond with the desired thermal

zone separation of the building, according to the required BaMa

cubes.

Both data acquisition workflows, namely, MABEM and

SADYN, have been implemented in the case study building

model, comparing the geometric characteristics of the thermal

zones and the building elements defining them, thus the whole

building (Table 2). Having as a reference the results of the

MABEM workflow, the relative change in the SADYN

workflow results shows the visual-script-computed building

has a net floor area of all thermal zones smaller than that

manually calculated by 1% and their volume by 8.4%. Thus,

SADYN is producing a reliable representation of the building for

its use in BaMa, with a negligible variation from the BEM model

size. The small net floor area deviation is caused by the definition

of thermal zones in the MABEM workflow at the walls or slabs

centerlines, which is not the case for room-stamp size calculation

in Revit. This factor also affects the space volume, together with

the fact that internal wall partitions in zones, when present, are

also subtracted from the net zone volume, not considered in the

BEM modeling of the MABEM workflow.

Table 2 further compares the actual building elements

measured from the BEM model or calculated by the visual

programming script and post-processing functions in the two

workflows respectively. A great difference is noted in the number

of actual elements forming each zone. In total, the elements to be

imported in the hybrid simulation are 3.5 times more, that is, an

increase of 251.3% . The explanation for this is that the instances

of the same building construction, for example, a brick wall, an

interior door, or a double-glazed window, between two adjacent

zones or to the outside have been aggregated in one element with

the equivalent surface area during the manual compilation of the

FIGURE 10
Number of elements in model: (left) detailed elements, (right) aggregated elements.
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data lists in the MABEM workflow. For interior elements, this is

performed regardless of their orientation and position. Exterior

elements are aggregated considering the different orientations.

For example, in Figure 10 walls “a” and “b” are aggregated in the

walls “1–2,” whereas windows “a, b, c, d” and “e, f, g” in windows

“2a” and “2b” respectively.

Despite the significantly increased number of building

elements, the total surface area of all elements is only

deviating by 2.4% from the BEM-based data, being slightly

smaller. Though the deviation of horizontal elements, mainly

floor slabs, is 1% smaller with SADYN, vertical elements vary

more regarding the BEM-based element data. The walls’ surface

of the semi-automated workflow is 8% smaller with a factor

contributing to this difference being the omission of adiabatic

surfaces, as described in 5.3.3, and the use of interior elements

boundaries instead of centerlines. On the other hand, windows

and doors are calculated with larger areas, which are to be

attributed to the framing of these elements, not considered in

the MABEM workflow.

Finally, the results show that the time required for creating

the building input data for the BaMa hybrid simulation model

dramatically decreased when using SADYN. The main process

and post-processing time were reduced to about 1/10 of the

equivalent MABEM time. The whole creation of the building

component of the holistic DT simulation with SADYN requires

approximately one-third of the time required for the MABEM

workflow.

Discussion

This study explored the possibilities of automated creation of

the building competent for a holistic DT modeling and

simulation framework for industrial facilities, as proposed in

the BaMa research project, to enhance its implementation for

energy and recourse efficient production. It analyzed the use of

existing BIM models as the required data sources for the

abstracted representation of the building in a holistic DT

ecosystem. Although data management and analysis via visual

programming is not a novelty in the AEC industry, it has never

been used in the frame of a holistic simulation framework of

energy and resource-efficient manufacturing, where thermal

energy synergies of the production processes, the building

space around them, and the TBS systems are constantly

assessed to be optimized. The main theoretical contributions

of the current study to the knowledge domain are: 1) the

defection of the required building level of abstraction in a

holistic DT representation of all subsystems of an industrial

facility, 2) the definition of the interconnections of the building-

related counterparts of the DT to the rest of the virtual

environment as well as the data required for their

parameterization, and 3) the proposed semi-automated

workflow for BIM-based creation of the building model

within the holistic DT ecosystem. The last could also be

utilized outside the BaMa concept, when a building

representation is required in a hybrid cyber-physical system

simulation, based on DEVS formalism (Zeigler, 2021). The

parameterization of the building component of the hybrid

simulation could be thus linked directly with a BIM model via

the proposed SADYN workflow.

A discussion of the research questions set in Scope of research,

tools, and methods is provided below.

Research question 1 on the extent of automated creation of

the idealized digital representation of the building in the holistic

DT ecosystem, based on available BIM models, is answered as

follows. The comparative study of the proposed SADYN

workflow proves the feasibility of acquiring directly from a

BIM model the required data for the building representation

of an industrial facility in the proposed holistic approach of the

BaMa DT framework. The process is not fully automated, as it

requires manual user intervention, at a great amount in the initial

phase and much less later. The required existence of physical

boundaries in the BIM models, as described in Pre-processing in

BIM may pose a limitation to handling federated BIM models of

large facilities, where large halls may be modeled divided into

different files. However, if these models correspond to stand-

alone thermal views of the facility accompanied by a certain

production process, information from each of the BIM sub-

models can be extracted separately and assessed as a group of

buildings in the holistic DT ecosystem.

The main achievement of the SADYN workflow is omitting

the need for the creation of an additional BEM model of the

building for performing integrated hybrid simulations (including

manufacturing processes, logistics, TBS, and the building). In

other words, the thermal view of the building according to

required thermal zoning, corresponding to the previously

defined cubes, can be performed in BIM at the pre-processing

simplification stage. This is the only stage where expert

knowledge is required and must be carried out “manually.”

Parallelly, the building model is enriched with all other

information required for further analysis. Ascribed to the

scope and target outcomes of the BaMa DT, no virtual

visualization of the building itself is required for the analysis,

thus no 3Dmodel is created in the building DT, as is regularly the

case in DTs of the built environment. The building in the holistic

DT ecosystem consists of fixed information regarding the space

geometry, structures, and thermal zones’ topography, as well as

real-time updated built environment data. These are indoor

space temperatures, humidity, and air quality levels; outdoor

climate data; and thermal comfort indices together with real-time

production process data in terms of internal heat gains.

Research question 2 addresses the ability of the proposed data

acquisition and modeling workflow to deliver an accurate BEM

representation of the building in the holistic DT ecosystem. The

results of the SADYN workflow showed a satisfactory correlation

with the data collected manually from a developed BEMmodel of
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the same facility. The small deviation of the building’s size does

not have a noticeable impact on the hybrid simulation results,

allowing the intended level of a qualitative and quantitative

assessment of the building as a part of the whole industrial

system under examination. However, a drawback of the SADYN

workflow is the larger number of data inputs, as the building

surfaces and elements are more fragmented. In MABEM for

example, all window surfaces of a zone with the same direction

are gathered and reported as one element, which is not the case

with SADYN. Contributing to this larger data number is the

initial modeling of the building in the BIM software, as one wall

may consist of more aligned elements which are then exported

separately. Additionally, if two zones have adjacencies with

varying element topology, MABEM sums up all walls of the

same type in one export element with an appropriate surface.

SADYN again lists all separate adjacent elements between the

two zones. This can increase the computational time, though it is

not expected to reduce the overall runtime efficiency of the

simulation below the acceptable point for coupling it with the

optimization functions of the GA (Sihn et al., 2018).

Furthermore, the proposed visual programming script may

not apply to every BIM model, as different BIM object

families can differ in the way they define essential parameters,

thus requiring adjustment of the script.

Research question 3 examines if the proposed workflow

can facilitate the implementation of the BaMa DT framework

in industrial facilities. The results of the comparative case

study showed the BIM-based creation of the building

counterpart as a subsystem in the BaMa DT framework

with SADYN required approximately one-third of the time

required for the MABEM workflow. This assists a time-

efficient implementation of the BaMa toolchain in

production companies by using existing BIM models as the

basis for the modular cube approach, as of Building model

within the BaMa digital twin ecosystem, and then exporting

the appropriately structured data in the hybrid simulation. An

additional effort to import the data in a BEM tool and repair

any inconsistencies is thus omitted, reducing the total model

editing time. From this point onward, the SADYN workflow is

much more time efficient as required data for the holistic

hybrid simulation can be quickly produced via the next two

stages of exporting data via the proposed visual programming

script and adjusting them by predefined spreadsheet

functions, to be finally given as an input parameter to the

general simulation model.

Conclusion

The study presented an integrated approach for simulation

and optimization of industrial facilities and processes, thereby

addressing an interdisciplinary research domain. Through a

holistic simulation framework, energy and resource

consumption can be reduced while maximizing energy

efficiency and production throughput. The novelty of the

proposed framework is the integration of DTs of the various

disciplines (production planning, building planning, logistics,

and energy management) in a holistic DT ecosystem via hybrid

simulation, capable of incorporating both continuous and

discrete aspects of different discipline models in a single

solver platform. The BaMa framework is built upon a generic

and modular logic for modeling the DTs of physical reality,

aiming to address as many industrial conditions as possible,

making it easily adaptable and applicable to various industrial

manufacturing types. This approach requires a certain level of

abstraction, which always corresponds to the intended use of the

resulting DT.

Focusing on the building DT within the proposed holistic DT

modeling and simulation framework, this study presented a

semi-automated workflow to acquire all necessary data for the

representation of the building directly from a BIM model. This

was achieved in three steps by simplifying the original BIM

model to meet the scope of the building DT in the holistic

ecosystem; by using visual programming to gather, organize and

export structured building data directly from the BIMmodel; and

finally, by post-processing of the data with spreadsheet functions,

rendering them ready for import in the hybrid simulation. A

comparative case study proved the feasibility of the proposed

semi-automated workflow, identifying the omission of a BEM

model creation of the facility as its main advantage.

The first contribution of this study lies in the detection of the

required level of abstraction for building models for a holistic DT

ecosystem. A highly abstracted BEM representation, outside of

the typical BEM tools was analyzed and the definition of the

interconnections between the building-related counterparts and

the rest of the virtual environment as well as the data required for

their parameterization were highlighted. This can help future

research in the field of hybrid industrial simulations to prioritize

the essential building-related information in the creation of the

building DTmodels, to enable reaching the desired complexity of

a holistic DT-based facility representation while omitting

unnecessary domain-specific information and thus increasing

the error rates and computational time of such models.

Moreover, in the field of holistic industrial production concepts,

the study contributes a DT-based application of such a concept,

enabled through a semi-automated workflow for BIM-based

creation of the building DT model via visual programming. This

provides efficient data exchange and time-saving DT modeling and

simulations through simplified BIM models. It facilitates the

creation of the holistic DT ecosystem through direct production

and parameterization of the building DT and thus provides an

additional incentive to companies’ decision makers implementing

an approach such as the BaMa framework. Furthermore, the

proposed workflow contributes to the wider knowledge domain

of hybrid simulation for both discrete and continuous cyber-

physical system insights for linking BIM models with the hybrid
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DEVS-based models and directly parametrizing the building

component for the simulation. Such hybrid models can

incorporate multiple engineering domains, for example, built

environment and manufacturing in complex integrated DT

representations, amending the assessment of interactions and

synergies of the different systems’ components. The translation

of the building-related part from a BIMmodel to the generic DEVS

formalism, also adopted in BaMa, could therefore be assisted by the

proposed workflow. The current implementation of the workflow

via a Dynamo script and predefined post-processing spreadsheet

functions can be regarded as a prototype for an automated data

acquisition tool. In future, the proposed workflow can be

implemented in a single programming environment by

developing a tool to provide direct connectivity between BIM

models and future software implementation of the BaMa

prototypical toolchain and thus a time-efficient exchange of

information from BIM to the hybrid simulation models.

Scaling back up to the BaMa holistic DT framework, it must

be noted that it is not an off-the-shelf DT framework, such as

solutions provided by the original equipment manufacturer for

common industry cases. It lacks complex software constellations

through different interconnected software platforms and thus has

much shorter run times. However, the development of the DT

ecosystem by the combination of the modular parts of the hybrid

simulation surely poses a challenge for the actual implementation

of the framework. Therefore, large and more complex industries

rather than small or medium enterprises are more suitable for its

application, where the necessary automation infrastructure is

available and the implementation effort corresponds to the size of

the resulting savings in absolute terms. In future, such holistic

solutions could be fully integrated into the ERP system of an

industrial facility for an entirely automated energy and resource

efficiency optimization.
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